
First Exposure

Professional Fujichrome Astia

Over the past few years, Fuji Photo has
introduced a variety of high quality films
for both the professional and amateur
market. Sensia, Provia and Velvia all con-

tributed to the continuing task of im-
proving image quality. Now a new film is
bom. Astia, whose name is derived from
the celestial word Astro, takes image qual-
ity to new heights! Astia incorporates the
best aspects of previous Fujichrome trans-
parency films, into a very high quality
professional transparency film designed
to meet the challenges of fashion, portrait
and commercial photography.

Color reproduction was the primary
criteria in the new technologies used in
this emulsion. Fuji was not looking for
just pretty colors, but for more accurate
ones. They wanted flesh tones to look
real, product colors to be accurate, and
fashion photography to be enhanced
with this new emulsion.

Fujichrome Astia 100 Fujichrome Velvia 50
Above is a film recorder comparison of Astia and Velvia. You be the judge.

Technical Innovations

Accurate color reproduction in Astia is
controlled by improved emulsion layer-
interaction technologies. The ICG (Inter-
layer-effect Controlling Grain) technol-
ogy uses a type of grain that allows better
rendition of delicate hues, while main-
taining the more saturated colors. The
FTS (Fine-tuned Spectral Sensitivity) tech-
nology works with the ICG technology
to match the spectral response of the
subject to the color layers in the film.

Right—Fuji Astia exposed at+1/3 stop produces live-
lier image quality than the recommended ISO speed.
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The AGC (Accurate Gradation Con-
trol) technology comes into play when
you have subjects with tonal variations
in one color. The AGC uses triple sub-
layers in each emulsion to insure a
smooth transition from dark to light in
one color region. This helps the flesh
tones shot in both soft and harsh light-
ing to reproduce more accurately. If you
have ever used Velvia, you know that
the color saturation is excellent, but the
film sometimes gives a sunburned look
when taking flash fill portraits. Astia
resolves this problem with smoother,
softer tonal curves that render more
accurate flesh tones.

Push-pull processing is improved be-
cause of the MFIL (Multi-functional In-
termediate Layer) technology. By con-
trolling the intermediate layer, this tech-
nology allows you push or pull Astia by
one stop with minimal loss of image
quality.

When making extreme enlargements
grain becomes a definite consideration.
Astia uses SUFG (Enhanced Uniform
Fine Grain) technology to produce ex-
tremely fine grain in those areas where
grain shows itself first. Blue skies and
out-of-focus backgrounds now record
smoothly, while the main subject retains
its fine image detail.

Sometimes professional photogra-
phers are required to take multiple pho-
to sessions of a subject over a long peri-
od of time. The film they use must be
stable in color balance, so that the sub-
ject's color matches from one photo ses-
sion to the next. Astia solves this prob-
lem with EES (Enhanced Emulsion-layer
Stabilizing) technology. This stabilizer
chemistry keeps the film on track and
consistent during manufacturing, ship-
ping and storage.

Testing & Evaluation

Now it is time I put these new tech-
nologies to work My first evaluation test
let Astia show off some of my green-
house beauties. My greenhouse at this
time of the year is teeming with flowers,
so I loaded up my first roll of Astia film
and shot away. I used the diffused light
of the greenhouse, followed by portable
flash, flash-fill sunlight and finally I
moved several flowers back into the stu-

(Continued on page 65)
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Digital Video Proofing System
Yes! Increased orders and the EPS FastTrack Lease
Purchase Option will get you the exciting Digital Video
Proofing System that eliminates costly proofs and saves
time. The Gallery system will deliver customers and big
profits month after month. We'll show you how.

Call or write for more information.

1 (800) 647-3777
P.O. Box 1745, San Marcosjexas 78667 • 512/353-3111 • FAX 512/353-0611
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MOUNTAINEER TRIPOD
CARBON FIBER TECHNOLOGY
The ultimate in tripod technology, Gitzo's
Mountaineer Tripod offers ultra light weight
with amazing strength and durability.

Using space-age carbon fiber, the
Mountaineer Tripod weighs only 3 Ibs., yet it
incorporates the rigid standards which have
made Gitzo famous. Whether you're a nature
photographer, backpacker or every day
shooter, you must take a look at this tripod.
You'll love it.

And for sports and outdoor
photographers, there's the Carbon Fiber
Mountaineer Monopod weighing less /
than one pound. Another MUST SEE. I

For complete information on the m
Mountaineer Tripod or Monopod, see .
your Authorized Gitzo Dealer
or contact Gitzo Division.
Bogen Photo Corp.,
565 E. Crescent Ave..
Ramsey, NJ 07446 A
(201)818-9500

GITZO

he difference is in the image.
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JUST IN! Over 100 new and used canvas back-
grounds from 5x6 Old Masters to 10x10 Scen-
ics. Please call with your color choice and size
for availability. Photo Services International,
Inc. The Camera Store For The Professional
Photographer. 1-800-346-3631. 5-PS-17

BACKDROP FABRICS—Wide Seamless Muslin
33', 20', 17, 16', 12', 10', 9'. NEW! BLACK, 18%
GRAY AND SKY BLUE MUSLIN. Wide
Seamless Canvas 15', 12', 10', 8', T, 6'. Fabrica-
tion of any size within 24 hours. Fabric Dyes in
Bulk w/free, easy instructions. Blackout fabrics,
vinyls, grommets and much more. Our prices
can't be beat!!! CHICAGO CANVAS & SUPPLY,
3719 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago, IL 60625;
(312)478-5700. T-CC-17

• MAILING LISTS
MAILING LISTS Consumer, Business, Specialty.

Specializing in Brides-To-Be and Students.
WEBSTER MKTG CO. 800-543-8987 FAX 770-
682-8736. 3-WB-22

Say You Saw It In
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First Exposure
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dio. I bracketed at +/- X stop over 5 steps
in order to accurately determine Astia's
true ISO.

I then moved into the darkroom and
loaded the film into a Wing-Lynch
Model 5 processor. This is a special com-
puter-controlled single shot E-6 proces-
sor. An hour later I laid the roll out on
the light box and pulled out my trusty
high-powered loupe. The first and most
noticeable fact was that my center expo-
sure was dark and the + X stop exposure
was best. Grain was almost non-existent,
even with the image that had an out-of-
focus blue sky. The tonal range was
magnificent and the color balance was
right on the money. This was definitely
a professional's transparency film.

I then tried additional outdoor tests
with a variety of large and small subjects
before moving into the studio for a cou-
ple of simple product shots. I tried copy-
ing black-and-white prints on the copy
stand using an 80A filter. Any shift in
color would show right away, but the
resulting images looked liked black-and-
white reversal film.

After these Astia rolls were processed, I
found myself definitely leaning toward
using ISO 80 as my main meter setting.
This started me thinking about Velvia, a
film I love, but which I also rate at + X
stop. I have talked to other professionals
and found that some of them rate Velvia
at 32, others at 40, but few use it at the
factory rating of ISO 50. I assume that
since the ISO results of Astia look the
same as Velvia, we will find professionals
regularly making changes to Astia's ISO.
Fuji may not agree, but if it works well,
so what!

As I was testing the exposure latitude
of Astia, I shot an additional roll and
pushed it one stop. The results were very
good, with little increase in contrast, and
no noticeable change in the grain pat-
tern. The latitude did drop X of a stop,
but was still acceptable.

The final test was the most critical. In
my business I use a digital photo device
called a film recorder. It's much like a
digital color printer, except that it prints
onto film instead. I have tried dozens of
films in the unit, and have found Velvia
to surpass all. Because this device is so
sensitive to color, it will display the
slightest variations between different
films. I decided to give Astia a try. I com-
pensated for the difference in ISO be-
tween the two films and ran both
against each other. The results were
quite unexpected—they looked almost
identical! The color balance and grain
looked the same and only at extreme
magnification could I see a slight sharp-
ness edge in the Velvia image. Con-
sidering that Velvia takes twice as long
to shoot in the film recorder, I am now
leaning toward switching to Astia for
this application.

Sizes & Availability

Astia will replace Fujichrome RDP 100
and will be offered in 35mm, 120, 220,
4 x 5 sheet, and 8 x 10 sheet formats. I
was given several rolls of 35mm and
120 for my testing. In some of the test-
ing I shot both formats, and when
processed I was unable to discern any
difference between the two. Since Fuji
has been very good about consistency
between different film formats, I am
assuming that the 4x5 and 8x10 films
would have performed equally well.
That's unfortunate because I had no ex-
cuse to get out my view cameras for
field testing. I guess I need to find
something new to complain about, be-
cause it's sure not Astia.

Information: Fuji Photo Film U.S.A.,
Inc. 555 Taxter Rd., Elmsford, NY 10523.

Scott Adams is a freelance journalist/photographer
living in the Pacific Northwest.

Stamp Your Photos
WITH AN ENCORE

Oopyright
STAMP

Made With Your Custom Wording

INK DRIES IN
15 SECONDS

Call, FAX or Send For Brochure
Developed

By
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

RUBBER STAMP & SEAL, Inc.
PO Box 2258 • Wichita. KS 67201
(316)682-5511 or FAX 1-800-242-9312
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Catalog Darkroom
& Portrait Efforts

Covers
Sports Trader Cards

Shapes & Border Mini.
Double Exposure Masks

Sporl> Trader Card l.aliels

Our 20th Anniversary Catalog containing I (to s
of m11iiur effects for the creative darkroom is now
available. Call or write for your free copy today!

1 -(800) 458-9519 Phone: (216) 749-3034
Special Effects Inc. P.O. BON 34014, Parma, OH 44134
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| Serving Professional Photographers Since 1956 |

•WEDDING ALBUMS
• PROOF BOOKS
• MOUNTS • FOLIOS

SHIPPED
SAME
DAY!

CUSTOM FRAMING

• DIMENSION • TOPFLIGHT • TAP
• HOLSON • RENAISSANCE • PIEDMONT &

American Express. Discover. ROMA FRAMES
Visa. MasterCard or COD

For FREE Wholesale Catalog
write or phone

19438 Business Center Drive
Northridge. CA91324

(818)886-5100

[merit
Albums, inc.
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SCENIC MUSUNS!
SALE 10X20' $275

PRICE! 10X24 $300
Custom Scenics Available, Too!

MUSLINS* Canvas. Pop-Outs
87(10' $50 2/$90 & Reflectors

10X20' $105 2/S200
10X24' $135 2/$250
'AM $10 /or Classic Stria! f

OMNI PHOTOGRAPHIC MFG. CO.. INC. **
6441 Highway 90 West. Theodore. AL 36582

For more information, circle 247
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